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Syllabus ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS & WAVEGUIDES(BECF184T160)2018-19 onwards
Pre-requisite: Basic Knowledge of Physics and Mathematics Course Objectives:  To 
understand characteristics and wave propagation of Transmission lines To study the basics of 
static Electric and Magnetic Fields and Associated laws To understand the reflection and 
transmission of waves at media interface To analyze wave propagation on metallic waveguides To 
understand the radiation characteristics of an antenna

Unit 1: Basics of Electromagnetics
Vector algebra-Coordinate Systems-

Vector differential operator-Gradient-Divergence-Curl- Divergence Vector differential operator-Gradient-Divergence-Curl- Divergence 
Theorem-Stokes theorem-
Coulombs law-Electric field intensity-Electric flux density-Gauss law 
and its applications-Biot Savart Law-Ampere’s law-Faradays law-
Maxwell’s Equations in Integral and differential form-Electric and 
magnetic boundary conditions at the media interface. 
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Unit2: Electromagnetic Waves Uniform Plane Waves-Uniform plane wave propagation-Wave propagation in 
conducting medium-Wave Polarisation-Reflection by perfect conductor (normal and oblique incidence)-
Reflection by perfect insulator(normal and oblique incidence)-plane waves in arbitrary direction-Brewster 
angles-Total internal reflection-poynting vector and power flow-Power loss in plane conductor

Unit 3: TransmissionLines:EquationsofVoltageandCurrent on TX line-Propagation constant- characteristic 
impedance-reflection phenomenon-standing waves-Input impedance of dissipation less transmission line-
and short circuited line-power and impedance measurement on TX line-λ/8,λ/4&λ/2 line-λ/4 impedance 
transformer- Smith chart and its applications-single and double stub matching. 

. Unit 4: Guided Waves and Wave Guides- Waves between parallel planes-TE waves-TM waves-Characteristic of 
TE and TM waves-TEM waves-Velocities of propagation-Attenuation in parallel plane Guides-Rectangular wave 
guide- TE and TM waves in rectangular waveguide-Impossibility of TEM wave in rectangular wave guide.

Unit 5: Radiation Solution for potential functions-Radiation from oscillating dipole -Power radiated by oscillating 
dipole- antenna parameters-Gain- directivity-Effective aperture-Radiation Resistance- Bandwidth-Beam width
Input impedance-Matching Baluns-Monopole and dipole antenna. 
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Text/Reference Books: 1. Sadiku MH,”Principles of Electromagnetics”, Oxford 
University Press Inc, New Delhi, 2009
2. E.C.Jordan & K.G.Balmain, “Electromagnetic Waves &Radiating Systems”, 
Second Edition, Prentice Hall of India, 1968. 
3. John D Ryder,”Network lines and fields”, Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi, 
2005 
4. David K. Cheng, “Field and Wave Electromagnetics”, Second Edition, 
PrenticeHall of India, 1989 5. Sandeep Wali,”Electromagnetic theory”, first 
edition, Macmillan Publishers Private limited, 2011. 

Course Outcomes:  Determine the characteristics and wave propagation on HF 
transmission lines.At the end of this course students will be able to - Apply 
impedance transformation on Transmission lines. Use transmission line sections for 
realizing circuit elements Characterize uniform plane wave. Calculate reflection and 
transmission of waves at media interface. Analyze wave propagation on metallic 
waveguide sin modal form. Determine the radiation and radiation characteristics of an 
antenna. Sri
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Unit 1: Basics of Electromagnetics
Class-1:Vector algebra& Vector Calculus:

a) Vector algebra-Coordinate Systems-
b) Vector Calculus :differential operator-Gradient-

Divergence-Curl- Divergence Theorem -Stokes theorem
Scalar –magnitude (time, temperature- T)
vector – mag.& direction     Velocity(           )

Q1. Mention the basic operations of Vector algebra(+,-,  X )
Q2.Mention the  3 types of multiplications in vector algebra.(Scalar,dot and cross)

v
Q2.Mention the  3 types of multiplications in vector algebra.(Scalar,dot and cross)

y              
x

rectangular                              Cylindrical(r,            )        spherical(r,               )

Q3.What are the  3 different types of orthogonal co-ordinate systems?

C

z,  ,
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Q4) Write down the basic operations of Vector algebra.
Q5) Write down the 3 types of  multiplications in vector algebra.
Q6)Mention the  unit vectors & scale factors of the 3  orthogonal co-ordinate systems.(tab. 
Column  & fig.s)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q1.What is meant by del or(     )  nabla? –Differential  operatorQ1.What is meant by del or(     )  nabla? –Differential  operator
Q2)The differentiation & integration of vectors belongs to an area of
mathematics   Known as Vector calculus.
Q3)What are the 3 possible operations with  del operator?           Grad., Div., Curl

Q4)State Divergence Theorem
Q5). State  Stoke’s theorem.
Q6)Mention the 2 identities useful in study of  electro magnetism.
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Basic Vector  operations                                                                                                   A+B

Addition 

Subtraction
-

scalar  X                         C      

BA

BA

A

A                  B

Scalar/Dot product      

Vector /cross product           

cos. ABBA 
ABBXA  sin na

na B

A
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Rectangular
co-ordinates
dv= (dx)( dy )(dz)
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r                         
dr

dz

d

rd



d

Cylindrical 
co-ordinates

d
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Spherical
co-ordinates
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Gradient is the  maximum space rate of change of a scalar 



Meaning of del operator & 
it's operations

Gradient is the  maximum space rate of change of a scalar 

function v   as               v  
– Ex : temperature  of a body  Gradient of scalar is a vector
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Gas released from  a tank is an ex of  divergence .A or   Div A

In/out flowing- tendency is divergence

Floating boat on water pond/stream is an ex of Curl XA  or curl A
(rotational / circulating -tendency  is curl

za
zyx 










 yx aa





Del --
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.

Divergence theorem

D dv =  .D ds

V                          s

Stoke’s theorem
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2 Important  
vector  identities



Class- 2
Electric   Force and fields 

Coulombs law-Electric field intensity-Electric flux density-Gauss law and its 
applications

Q1) State  coulomb’s law of forces.(F) newton
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Q2) Define electric field intensity- E =  F/unit charge – V/m 0r N/C

3) Define   Electric flux density. D =               E or no. of flux lines/ unit area-
C/Sq. m

4)     State Gauss law for electric fields.

5) Mention the application of Gauss law.( Line, surface ,spherical charge distributions

0 r



q2

R

Q1)/2)Coulombs law for Electric fields

-------------------- 12F
q1
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Where                                                            F/m    9
12

0 10)36(

1
10854.8


  X



R
R12
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Gauss law –integral form

Gauss law -

Q3/4)Gauss law:  The net outward displacement 
through a

Closed surface =  enclosed charge-Q( In words)
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Gauss law -
Differential form



Q5)Applications  of gauss law :

To find E or D around a 1) Line charge
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To find E or D around a 1) Line charge

b) Sheet charge

c) Spherical  charge  distributions



Class-3:  Magnetic field & Force laws
Biot Savart Law-Ampere’s law-Faradays law-

Ampere’s  law( H) & Force laws (F)
Q1. Mention the analogue  of E,D In magnetic fields.     H, B.
Q2.What is the name of magnetic field law? Ampere’s law
Q3. What is the other name of Ampere’s law? Biot Savart’s Law
Q4) Mention the units of  H-Magnetic filed intensity(or ) strength, H
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Q4) Mention the units of  H-Magnetic filed intensity(or ) strength, H
Magnetic flux densit.y B(    H- A/m,   B - Wb/Sq.metre, E-V/m)

Q5) State Biot Savart’s law. 
Q6) Mention the applications  of ampere’s  law.
Q7) Summarise the static EM field equations.( Pre-requisite for Maxwell

equation)



I dl’ R

Q5).Biot Savart’s Law-
Ampere’s law  - Calculate  H,B

dH
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Q6) Mention the applications of ampere ‘s  law

The magnetic field  intensity or strength  around 
* Straight long  wire
* Toroid/ and  

* all types of   electromagnets( Motors ,Generators,Transformers)   

Ex: Find the H around an infinite long wire ,  carrying a
current I.

r
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current I.

By Ampere’s law ,
I H

H(2    r)    =  I

H   =           





a


a

r

I

2

 
C

enclosedIdlH.



(

(Ampere’s law)
for
Steady magnetic 
fields
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fields

Gauss
law



Q7)summary for  static electric & magnetic  fields ,( By use 
of stokes/divergence theorems)

(1)

E field
(2)

(3)
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(5)   Continuity equation

(3)

H-Field

(4)



Class-4  Faraday’s law, & Maxwell’s Equations in 
Integral and differential form-Electric and magnetic boundary 
conditions at the media interface.

Q1) What is the importance of a Faraday’s law ?   
e=-d    /dt Link  between B&E fields

Q2) What is the importance of Lorentz force law?   
F, E,B  fields 
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F, E,B  fields
Q3)State the equation of continuity.(law of conservation of charge)
Q4)What are the 2 modifications  needed in static  field equations to 
arrive at Maxwell’s equations?
Q5) State the boundary conditions for Static electric fields.
Q6) State the boundary conditions for Static magnetic fields.





I                       Similar to i= 

B- out

+
V                       
-

dt

dq

Q 5 / 7) State Faraday’s law

=B/A

G
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Q1. Mention the analogue  of E In magnetic fields.     H



Modifications  to Ampere’s  law (3) & including Faraday’s law 
in (1) for time – varying  EM fields   results in  MAXWELL’s 
equations.
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Q4)
Modifications  to Ampere’s  law - using continuity equation (3) & 
including Faraday’s law in (1) for time – varying  EM fields   results 
in  MAXWELL’s equations.( Quest for wireless communication)

Q3)
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MAXWELL’s equations.
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boundary conditions (at the media interface.)
for- STATIC  Electric fileds
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boundary conditions at the media interface.
(For STATIC  Magnetic fields) 
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Directed fields -- A

• Capacitor.                                 Magnet
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Wireless transmission proof:Electro magnetic Wave
equation
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Class-5:      Unit2: Electromagnetic Waves 
Uniform Plane Waves-Uniform plane wave propagation

Wave propagation in conducting medium-Wave Polarisation( Optical /Radio 
communication component  design)

-Class-6:Reflection by perfect conductor (normal and oblique incidence)-

Class-7 Reflection by perfect insulator(normal and oblique incidence)-plane 
waves in arbitrary direction-Brewster angles-Total internal reflection-

Class-8: Poynting vector and power flow-Power loss in plane conductor
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Class-5:      Unit2: Electromagnetic Waves 
Uniform Plane Waves-Uniform plane wave propagation

Wave propagation in conducting medium-Wave Polarisation( Optical /Radio 
communication component design)

1) Write the wave equations & Helm-holtz equations.
2) What are the important parameters contained in a wave equation?
E,H, velocity,wave no./phase constant  etc.

3)Define a uniform plane wave. A wave whose magnitude and phase are both constant.
4)What is meant by a  uniform plane wave propagation and draw it?            TEM wave 
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4)What is meant by a  uniform plane wave propagation and draw it?            TEM wave 
5) What is meant by polarization and Poynting vector?                         Direction of E field
5a)What are the different types of polarizations?

6)What is meant by the intrinsic impedance of free space?  E/H
7) Mention the parameter used to characterise free space , dielectric, magnetic,
conductive mediums                                                            respectively.

8) Write the examples for dielectric, magnetic.,conductive, mediums.

9) How do you express the wave propagation in a conducting medium(Propagation constant)

  rr00



A plane wave is a wave whose phase is constant over a set of planes. A uniformplane
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A plane wave is a wave whose phase is constant over a set of planes. A uniformplane
wave is a wave whose magnitude and phase are both constant.
A spherical wave in free space is a uniform plane wave as observed at a far distance

Thus a uniform plane wave is a transverse electromagnetic
wave or a TEM wave.

A nonuniform plane wave is a wave whose amplitude (not phase) may vary
within a plane normal to the direction of propagation. Consequently, the electric and
magnetic fields are no longer in time phase.
Since a uniform plane wave of electric or magnetic field has no variation of intensity
in a plane normal to the direction of propagation of the wave



Uniform plane/ 
TEM     wave
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For free space,                     u=c=                                  m/s, Velocity of light8103X0,0 
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Where k is also known as           - Phase constant







There are four basic rules for boundary conditions at the surface between two
different materials:
1. The tangential components of electric field intensity are continuous across the
boundary.
2. The normal components of electric flux density are discontinuous at the
boundary by an amount equal to the surface-charge density on the boundary.

The ratio of electric to magnetic intensities is given by-Ex/ Hy =            =377  ohms

Where                   is called the intrinsic impedance of free space.

0

0
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boundary by an amount equal to the surface-charge density on the boundary.
3. The tangential components of magnetic field intensity are discontinuous at the
boundary by an amount equal to the surface-current density on the boundary.
4. The normal components of magnetic flux density are continuous across the
boundary.
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Where                                    =  

Where                  is called the intrinsic propagationconstant of a medium

EE 22 

)(2  jj   j


Hence,   Wave equation  alters to in a 
conducting medium
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Where                  is called the intrinsic propagationconstant of a medium

= attenuation constant in nepers per meter

= phase constant in radians per meter








Class-6 Wave  Reflection by perfect conductor  boundariies (normal and oblique incidence)
* Lines/WG /Radio communication  system   design & many other applications)

Q1)Write the solution of Helmholtz  equation.
Q1a)Write the solution of  Differential equation 

Q2) Mention the important parameters of  Waveguides /transmission lines.(fig)
Q2a)Write the units  of attenuation constant,Phase constant.( Np/m or dB/m ,rad/m)
Q3)Mention the importance of  Reflection by perfect conductor (normal and oblique incidence)
Q4)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is normally incident  on a  perfect conductor .
boundary.(fig)
Q5)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is obliquely incident  on a  perfect conductor .
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Q5)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is obliquely incident  on a  perfect conductor .
boundary.(fig)



22 mRecall :Find the roots of the characteristic 
equation:

2,1m  j=

Q1)
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2,1m  j=
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Q 5)
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Q6)
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Class-7 Reflection by perfect insulator(normal and oblique incidence)-plane 
waves in arbitrary direction-Brewster angles-Total internal reflection- Optical 
/Radio communication component  design)

Q1)  Define the intrnisic impedance of a medium:
Q2) What  will be the behaviour of a EM wave normally  incident on an insulator/dielectric:    
Partly   Reflected , Transmitted   
Q3)Mention the symbols used for reflection and transmission coefficients.
Q4) Mention the boundary condition for  tangential electric fields.

B1. The tangential components of electric field intensity are continuous across the boundary.

Q5)What is the velocity of light in a denser medium(n)?            = c/n
Q4)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is normally incident  on a  perfect insulator .


 

,
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Q4)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is normally incident  on a  perfect insulator .
boundary.(fig)
Q5)Explain the behaviour of   EM wave  that is obliquely incident  on a  perfect   insulator .
boundary.(fig)
Q6)State Snell’s law of reflection & refraction
Q7)What is meant by Total internal reflection & critical angle?
Q8) What is the significance of Brewster angle?



Reflection by perfect insulator(normal 
incidence)
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Reflection by perfect insulator- oblique 
incidence
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Total internal reflection
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Brewster angle(Oblique 
incidence)
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Class-8: Poynting vector and power flow-Power loss in plane conductor

Q1) What  is the unit of Poynting vector and  its direction?  W / Sq.m, normal to 
E, H fields

Q2) State Poynting theorem.
Q2a)What is the practical significance of Poynting theorem?
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Q2a)What is the practical significance of Poynting theorem?
Q3)How  do you find the average power density in an  EM wave?
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Unit 3: TransmissionLines:EquationsofVoltageandCurrent on TX line-Propagation 
constant- characteristic impedance-reflection phenomenon-standing waves-Input 
impedance of dissipation less transmission line-open and short circuited line-
power and impedance measurement on TX line-λ/8,λ/4&λ/2 line-λ/4 impedance 
transformer- Smith chart and its applications-single and double stub matching. 

Q1)    Types of transmission lines   -- 2-wire ,co-axial,strip lines                                                            
Q2) Write the  V,I equations of transmission  lines.
Q3) Mention the primary constants & parameters of transmission lines.( R,L,G,C  /  
Q4) Define VSWR ,Reflection coeff. in a  TL.

Q5) Write the input  impedance equation of a transmission line.
Q6)Discuss the characteristics and applications of O.C , S.C lines.
Q&) What is the use of a  smith chart?
Q9)Explain the different types of impedance matching  methods.

oZ
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Q9)Explain the different types of impedance matching  methods.
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For  a S.C line
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Similarly, For a O.C line
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Unit 4: Guided Waves and Wave Guides-

Waves between parallel planes-TE waves-TM waves-Characteristic of TE and TM 
waves-TEM waves-Velocities of propagation-Attenuation in parallel plane Guides-
Rectangular wave guide- TE and TM waves in rectangular waveguide-Impossibility 
of TEM wave in rectangular wave guide.

Q1)Mention some examples of guided waves-TL,WG ,SL etc.

Q2) Discuss the characteristics of   TE and TM waves&TEM wave in Parallel 
plane guides. 2cvv gp 
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plane guides.
Q4) What are the different Velocities of propagation in a
parallel plane WG ?  Vp, Vg,  c,
Q5) Attenuation in parallel plane Guides
Q6) Discuss the characteristics of   TE and TM waves in rectangular Wave 
guides.
Q7)Impossibility of TEM wave in rectangular wave guide
Justify it.

cvv gp 

2cvv gp 
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Features of TEM, TE and TM modes
Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves are characterized by Ez = Hz = 0.
Transverse electric (TE) waves, (also referred to as H-waves) are characterized by 
Ez = 0  and Hz  not = 0.
Transverse magnetic (TM) waves (also referred to as E-waves) are characterized by
Hz =0,. Ez ≠0



characteristics of   TE and TM waves
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characteristics of   TEM waves
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Attenuation in parallel plane Guides
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characteristics of   TE and TM waves in 
rectangular Wave guides.
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Impossibility of TEM wave in a waveguide
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Unit 5( Antennas): Radiation Solution for potential functions-Radiation 
from oscillating dipole -Power radiated by oscillating dipole- antenna 
parameters-Gain- directivity-Effective aperture-Radiation Resistance-
Bandwidth-Beam width-Input impedance-Matching Baluns-Monopole and 
dipole antenna. 

Q1) Write the procedure to find the E,H surrounding an antenna
Q2)Classify the fields surrounding an antenna.- Near field, far –fields
Q3)Discuss  about the fields surrounding a oscillating dipole.

Q4)Define the antenna a) Gain  directivity-Effective aperture-Radiation 
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Q4)Define the antenna a) Gain  directivity-Effective aperture-Radiation 
Resistance- Bandwidth-Beam width-Input impedance-

Q7)What is meant by BALUN? Where is it used?Balanced to unbalancced
transformer- matching transmitter to antennas
Q8)Compare Monopole and dipole antenna



Radiation Solution for potential functions
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HAXB 

1) Find   A   using

2)Find H using

the procedure to find the E,H surrounding an 
antenna
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3) Find  E using
Maxwell equation



Radiation from oscillating dipole -Power radiated by oscillating dipole-
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Power radiated by oscillating dipole-
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To account for the fact that an antenna having a radiation efficiency(η)  less 
than unity will not radiate all of its input power, we define antenna gain as the 
product of directivity(D) and    efficiency:

G = ηD. 
aperture antennas, meaning that the antenna has a well-defined aperture 
area from which radiation occurs. Examples include reflector antennas, horn 
antennas, lens antennas, and array antennas. For such antennas, it can be
shown that the maximum directivity that can be obtained from an 
electrically large aperture of area A is given as

antenna parameters-Gain- directivity-Effective aperture-Radiation 
Resistance- Beam width-Input impedance
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electrically large aperture of area A is given as
Dmax = 4π A/λ2

measure of the focusing effect of antenna  is the -3 dB beamwidth of the 
antenna, defined as the angular width of the main beam at which the power 
level has dropped to  -3 dB from its maximum value (its halfpower
points).

Omni-directional beam Directional beam(Satellites)





At large distances the near(induction ) fields of an antenna are negligible,
far-field  contributes to the net field.This approximation applies over the 
radiating aperture of the antenna, and so it depends on the maximum 
dimension(D) of the antenna. If we call this maximum dimension D, then the 
far-field distance is defined as

Rff = 2D2/ λ .-The significance  -is about antenna testing.

Rff
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D

D



Monopole           and              dipole antenna. 
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Limited to LF/VLF                                                 wide range up to UHF
Vertical antenna                                                            All  orientation

2

4


2





Input 
impedance
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impedance-Matching Baluns-
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END       OF          PPT


